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Abstract
Relaxing from the conventional regarding of the rigid flapping mechanism, in this review paper
the author introduced flexible wing frames for micro-air-vehicles (MAVs) with the wing span of 20 cm
at Tamkang University. The constructed flapping MAV Golden Snitch with a smallest body mass of 5.9
g created a successful 107 s flight record with a four-bar linkage driving mechanism in 2008.
Augmented by the precision injection molding (PIM) manufacture, the almost polymer-made MAV
with the modified driving mechanism increases the flight endurance up to 480 s in 2010. Via high
speed photography, the author has ever found the wing-tip trajectory as an oblique figure-of-8 which
composes the original up-and-down flapping and the induced coherent streamwise vibration while the
wingbeat frequency being about 10-25 Hz. The time-averaged lift, thrust coefficients and the structure
aging of MAVs have been investigated to mention the corresponding influence. This figure-of-8 was
done by the aero-elastic interactive nature as well as the symmetry-breaking of a simple flapping
system. The bifurcation (duality) phenomenon of the oblique figure-of-8 was shown. How the rigidity
of the flexible wing frame influences the flapping appearance was also addressed qualitatively. The
flexible MAVs exhibited the peculiar figure-of-8 away from the conventional domain of MAVs by the
perspective of scaling laws. Some remaining technical issues or future works of the figure-of-8
flapping were summarized finally.
Key Words: Figure-of-8, Micro-Air-Vehicle (MAV), Flexible Wing, Simple Flapping, Four-Bar
Linkage, Symmetry Breaking

1. Introduction of Flapping MAVs
The flight mechanism of natural vertebrates and insects fascinated scientists and engineers for centuries
[1]. People tried to figure out the mystery buried inside
and used the knowledge to develop new generations of
air vehicles. The author in this review article surveyed
many prior works and introduced the flapping MAV developed at Tamkang University in recent years as well.
One persistent obstacle in the research for unsteady
*This review article is the extension of the author’s conference paper
presented in the Proc. of the 47th AIAA Aerospace Science Meeting,
Orlando, Jan. 5-8, 2009 with the paper no. of AIAA 2009-0875.
*Corresponding author. E-mail: Ljyang@mail.tku.edu.tw

flow mechanisms is the difficulty in directly measuring
the aerodynamic forces produced by a flapping bird or
insect [2]. A free-flying butterfly has ever been attracted
into a wind-tunnel, and an unconventional lift-generating mechanism has then been found in-situ [3]. In addition, a MEMS micro force sensor using capacitive
detection was developed for characterizing the flight behavior of a tethered fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster
[4]. MEMS pressure sensors were also mounted on butterfly wings to measure the pressure field in real-time
manner [5]. Recently images of the wake vortices of bats
Glossophaga soricina were analyzed by means of a digital particle image velocimetry (DPIV) method [6]. The
detailed 3D trajectory of the flapping honeybee has ever
been monitored by a high-speed visual motion sensing or
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stereo photography framework on the ground [7]. Even
more, people controlled the flight motion of a moth [8] or
a beetle [9] by implanted neuro-probes. Generally speaking, the researchers of the above works studied the unsteady flow mechanisms by observing living natural
flyers. Although the prior flight information is firsthand
and precious, two shortcomings are still inevitable. First,
living natural flyers are hard to control. Constrained by
the man-made environment with limited fidelity, the
measured gestures of the living animals are even questioned with their reality. Second, these experimental data
from the same species of animals are usually without
good repeatability. Therefore the corresponding summary of the flight behaviors or mechanisms is hard to
conclude from the massive experimental data of natural
flyers.
Several groups developed their flapping MAVs with
different configurations and actuation principles after
2000. Caltech’s Microbat created a 6-min flight record
of flapping MAVs using MEMS process and the titanium-parylene material system [10]. TU Delft’s MAV
Delfly composed of a pair of dragonfly-like flexible
wings also demonstrated their successful hovering [11].
Otherwise, a fixed-wing type MAV with a scissor-like
clapping tail thruster made by Naval Graduate School
showed its long endurance of 20 min [12,13]. The
MEMS group at Tamkang University presented a flapping wing capable of exporting the on-site lift information through its PVDF wing sensor [14] and the afterward MAV Golden Snitch [15]. In 2011, the
AeroVironment Inc. announced the successful hovering
flight of a 16 cm-span nano-air-vehicle (NAV) Hummingbird sponsored by Defensive Advanced Research
Project Agency (DARPA) fulfilled the surveillance mission [16,17]. Therefore, these successful artifacts deserved people to investigate their aerodynamic forces
and kinematic motions, like the research way of living
animals just mentioned before. The advantageous merits
of this approach are not only the precise control on the
dimension but also on the adjustability of flight parameters, for instance, freestream velocity, angle of attack,
wingbeat frequency and so on. By this way the flight information obtained from MAVs with successful flight
records could be as references comparable to natural
flapping animals, and gave useful guidelines to the development of next generation MAVs in an empirical

manner. Based on the observation of these prior works
about flapping MAVs, a framework system of research
and development was shown in Figure 1. It consists of
the gear-transmission mechanism design and manufacture, flapping wing design and manufacture, system assembly and weight reduction compromise, wind-tunnel
test, flight test, flight stability and control, and computational fluid dynamics.
As the first step toward constructing the complete
framework in Figure 1, it’s usually to adopt the scaling
laws [18] of natural flyers to relate the body mass m with
the wingspan b and the wingbeat frequency f as follows.
b = (1.17) × m0.39

(1)

f = (3.98) × m-0.27

(2)

Take the example of a 0.2 m-span MAV (b = 0.2), the
body mass m cannot surpass 0.011 Kg, and the wingbeat frequency f must be faster than 15 Hz. Hence designing and fabricating the key mechanism component
of a light flapping MAV is not easy. In other words, the

Figure 1. The framework system of research and development for a flapping MAV.
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gear transmission mechanism for flapping motion should
be as tiny and light as possible in design; the corresponding wingbeat frequency should be also fast enough
at the same time; most important of all, the flapping
gesture ought to mimic the natural flyers accordingly.
Several sophisticated mechanisms of flapping wings
were claimed to fit this natural maneuver motion in the
conceptual design, for instance, the researchers in Delaware University employed a 5-bar mechanism for generating a prescribed wing motion taken from a hawk moth
kinematic flight data [19]. They additionally designed a
mechanism for biaxial rotation of a wing for a hovering
MAV [20]. Meanwhile, an insect-like flapping wing mechanism was proposed by Cranfield University through
the novel idea of a double spherical Scotch yoke [21,22].
Although these flapping mechanisms with multiple degrees of freedom (DOFs) enabled the flapping vehicle to
animate the motion of wing folding [23] or even the ideal
horizontal figure-of-8 of hummingbirds [1,18]. These mechanism designs were too complicated to be miniaturized.
In this work the author described how to use the
conventional four-bar linkage mechanism to fabricate an
ultra-light driving mechanism for wing flapping [15].
The out-of-plane motion termed herein as “oblique figure-of-8” from the original simple flapping will be induced by the flexible wing frame [24,25].
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ity. Figure 3 shows the three-dimensional view and the
four-bar linkage module with gear transmission of the
MAVs using in this study. The DIDEL electrical motor is
6 or 7 mm-diameter to drive the gear transmission system. The gear reduction ratio of 26.6 was designed for
providing sufficient flapping frequency of 15 Hz subject
to the dc motor speed of 24,000 rpm. The whole gear set
and the motor were arranged on a plastic or an aluminum
holding case. The driving linkage could perform a full

2. Construction of Flapping MAVs
The author’s group firstly purchased some key components and fabricated a flapping MAV named as Eagle-II with wing span of 30 cm and body mass of 11 g
[26]. The best successful flight record of Eagle-II is 11 s;
the schematic operation of the flapping wing is shown as
Figure 2. This MAV is composed of a Balsa-wood wing
frame and a set of gear-reduction transmission components, and deposited with conformal parylene film on the
wing frame as the airfoil skin by ourselves. The actuation
force or torque available for the flapping wings is drained from the gear-reduction transmission set coupled to
a high-speed dc pager motor powered by a commercial
poly-lithium battery.
The author’s group employed a four-bar linkage
concept to design the gear transmission mechanism of
our MAVs with only one DOF flapping motion for the
excuse of very light weight and low technical complex-

Figure 2. The supposed cartoon of the continuous full-cycle
flapping motion of the MAVs with a rigid four-bar
transmission module: (A) denotes the neutral position. (B) and (C) denote the down-stroke. (D) and
(E) denote the up-stroke. The bird views from (F) to
(J) [15] are corresponding to the front side views
from (A) to (E), respectively.
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Figure 3. The MAV with a presumed rigid four-bar transmission module: (a) denotes the 3-D view; (b) denotes
the four-bar linkage/gear transmission module and
its decomposing parts; No. 1 is the holding case or
base; No. 2, No. 3, and No. 4 are the speed-reduction gears; No. 5 and No. 6 are the transmission
bars. The leading edge bar of the wing frame would
be connected to No. 6 bar [15].

revolution and the follow-up linkage governing the
wings undergoes a rocking motion.
It should be mentioned in advance that the wing skin
was made of parylene foil and be clued to the Balsawood leading edge beams with a simple supported boundary condition instead of a clamped boundary condition.
As a result the wing skin that can be rotated freely according to the up-and-down plugging and the instantaneous angle-of-attack of the flapping wing could almost
have a simple harmonic motion. In such a way of operation, the flapping wing has the partial capability of flapping and twisting synchronously. In other words, the
simple flapping mechanism herein basically animates
the natural flyers of the prior literature [2]. It’s therefore
possible to generate the unsteady flow mechanisms including delayed stall, wake capture, and rotation circulation through flapping and provide the necessary aerodynamic forces accordantly.

3. Wind Tunnel Test of the Semi-Rigid MAV
Eagle-II
The aerodynamic performance of the MAV Eagle-II

was firstly studied before the real flight. In the flapping
ground test, the flapping frequency or the wingbeat frequency w was controlled by the DIDEL dc motor and the
voltage applied to it. This aerodynamic force measurement was conducted in a wind-tunnel at the freestream
speed U of 0.4-3.0 m/s, measured by a hot-wire anemometer. The turbulence intensity of the wind tunnel
flow field was evaluated as 0.05-0.028%, far below the
suggested value of 1% by Mueller [27]. In addition, the
authors measured the blockage ratio defined as the ratio
of the cross section area of the MAV and the wind tunnel.
Referring to the Ref. [28], the wall effect can be neglected if the blockage ratio is less than 7.5%. The recommended AOA of the installed MAV less than 30° is
free from the wall effect for the wind tunnel here.
The load cell (Bertec, OH, USA) with force specifications of 200 gf and 100 gf was responsible for the force
measurement of lift L and the net thrust T, respectively.
The net thrust force T here is defined as the thrust force
minus air drag. The present load cell has the maximum
error 0.2% of the full-scale signal due to nonlinearity or
hysteresis. In the wind-tunnel testing, the MAV was
installed on the load cell directly to obtain the data of lift
and net thrust forces [29]. The author demonstrated a set
of classical time-varying force signals of lift and net
thrust as shown in Figure 4 [30]. For clarification, this
force history behaved obviously unsteadily.
Because the unsteady aerodynamic investigation was
quite different from the conventional case of steady aerodynamics, an important dimensionless parameter of socalled “advance ratio” should be introduced here. The
equation (3) defined advance ratio J as the ratio of the
freestream velocity U to the maximum speed in the flapping direction, i.e. [10]
J = U / bwf

(3)

where the flapping speed equals the multiplying product of wing span b (= 25 cm), wingbeat frequency w (=
7.2-15.7 Hz), and flapping stroke angle f (= 35°). The J
value approaches to infinity for the case of fixed-wings;
on the contrary, J is less than 1 for the general unsteady
flapping flight.
The lift and net thrust coefficients CL, CT (divide lift
L and net thrust T with dynamic pressure and wing area
respectively give lift coefficient CL and net thrust coeffi-
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(a)

(b)
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tinuous forward pushing without speed decreasing during the real flight.
However, after a certain period of operation time the
thrust data in the small advance ratio or high flappingfrequency region of J < 0.4 in Figure 5 revealed the trend
of diversity or data fluctuation. Such a diversity of thrust
data was traced back and suspected from the irregular
operation of the worn gear transmission module. In other
words, the wear of the power transmission mechanism
impeded the smooth flapping and induced the corresponding unpredictable aerodynamic forces. Figure 6
shows the detailed four-bar (black dash line) gear transmission module for the MAV Eagle-II. The seriously
worn (reaming) portion is specifically marked with a red
circle for the Balsa leading-edge frame (and the motor is
removed in the figure). This kind of reaming on the Balsa
wood not only denotes an aging issue against good
(a)

Figure 4. The classical signals of unsteady aerodynamic
force with a flapping frequency of 15.4 Hz: (a) lift;
(b) net thrust [30].

cient CT with respect to a certain advance ratio J) extracted from a wind-tunnel test of the MAV Eagle-II with
a semi-rigid leading edge subject to a fixed angle-ofattack of 20° and different advance ratios are shown in
Figure 5.
The scheduled process of collecting a data point in
Figure 4 was defined as Ref. [30]. The data-breeding
rate of the load-cell was set as 1,000 points per second.
The author collected 12,000 points of data in every
flapping condition, and processed them into time-averaged values of lift L and net thrust T in Figure 5. In
general, these time-averaged lift coefficient CL of the
MAV larger than 3.0 in the regime of J below 0.4 resembled the enough counterbalance force to the weight of
the MAV. The net thrust coefficient CT subject to J value
below 0.4 was always positive also denoted the con-

(b)

Figure 5. The aerodynamic coefficients of the MAV Eagle-II
with parylene film of 20-30 mm thick, and b = 25
cm; w = 7.2-15.7 Hz; f = 35°: (a) Lift coefficient
CL and (b) net thrust coefficient CT versus advance
ratio J corresponding to different freestream velocities U [14]. The net thrust values of U = 0.4 and 0.6
m/s have serious problem of unpredictable data
fluctuation.
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Figure 6. The four-bar (black dash line) gear transmission
module for the MAV Eagle-II. The seriously worn
portion is marked with a bold circle for the Balsa
leading-edge frame.

life-time of our MAVs but also reveals a certain uncommon penalty force resulting from the improper matching
of the semi-rigid wing structures into our simple flapping
mechanism.

the contrary, is to use the much lighter and more flexible
materials as the key structures for the new version of
MAVs. For instance, the author’s group shortened the
wing span from 25 cm to 20 cm toward the miniaturization trend. The correlated body mass regulated from the
scaling law of birds equation (1) [18] is no more than 11
g. For the light weight consideration, the author replaced
the Balsa-wood leading edge frame with fine carbonfiber rods. Meanwhile, the aluminum-alloy four-bar gear
transmission module is re-constructed by the electricaldischarging wire cutting (EDWC) [15]. The new power
transmission module made of aluminum alloy shown in
Figure 7 reduces greatly to 1.2 g in mass, far less than the
case of 2.8 g for Caltech’ Microbat [34]. This above
belief or revelation from small technology is that the
more miniaturized artifacts may render us with better
structural stiffness and operation life time.
The author’s group remodeled the MAV with the
new flexible wing frames and the new gear transmission
module mentioned above, kept reducing the total weight
and wing span, and finally obtained the modified MAV
named as Golden Snitch with wing span of 20 cm and
body mass of 5.9 g in Figure 8. The aerodynamic coefficients versus advance ratio J for the MAV Golden-Snitch
were measured as Figure 9. The scheduled process of

4. The Modified Flapping MAV Golden Snitch
The Knoller-Betz effect of thrust generation by
means of a simply up-and-down flapping was observed
in 1909 [31] and 1912 [32]. For the conventional rigid
symmetric wing with very large bending moment of inertia, the corresponding thrust force cannot react with
apparent forward deformation on the whole wing structure. Additionally, the exact time location of the biggest
thrust during a flapping cycle has not been pointed out
precisely by the Knoller-Betz effect. Under the constraint of the almost rigid wing frames, there seems no
way but to design a complicated flapping mechanism to
follow the 3-D flapping trajectory like hummingbirds or
even having the trajectory of “clap-and-fling” [33] like
insects for the artificial winbeating vehicles. In that conventional thinking of mechanism design, too much flexibility of the wing frames means the operation failure or
malfunction of the flapping machines mimicking the
biological gesture of natural flyers.
The opposite design methodology in this study, on

Figure 7. The weight-reduced four-bar (black dash line) gear
transmission module for the MAV Golden Snitch.
The leading-edge beam is made of 0.6 mm-diameter carbon-fiber beams and aluminum-alloy bars.
A rib with 30° back-swept to the leading edge beam
is optionally installed. All the tiny aluminum parts
were precisely manufactured by EDWC [15].
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(a)

Figure 8. The completed MAV Golden Snitch with the carbon-fiber leading-edge beam/rib and parylene skin.
A 7 mm-diameter electrical motor mounted in the
newly developed aluminum-alloy holder with the
new transmission module of Figure 7 is actuated by
a poly-lithium battery of 30-50 mAh. The total
mass including flexible wing frame, motor, gear
assembly, wing, fuselage, tail, battery and receiver
is only 5.9 g.

collecting data in the wind-tunnel testing is the same as
the case of Eagle-II. The new testing results of aerodynamic performance effectively improve the thrust data
with 35% increasing in magnitude, and moreover without the previous issue of unpredictable data fluctuation.
The disappearance of the structure reaming or aging on
pivoting joints prevented lots of friction loss and may
benefit the real flight of our new MAVs. Furthermore,
with this great decrease of friction loss in the mechanical
transmission module, the wingbeat frequency of the
MAV Golden Snitch can exalt to 20 Hz or even much
faster than before.
The new MAV Golden Snitch equipped with new
configuration and characterized with light weight and
high flexibility has a far more outstanding flight performance than the semi-rigid Eagle-II. With scarcely realtime adjustment by remote control Golden Snitch actually made a successful flight record of 107 s, breaking
the 11 s record of Eagle-II to a great extent in 2008.
Without the negative effect of side gust wind, Golden
Snitch would like to fly roughly along the virtual barrel
surface of an imaginary cylindrical column with a diameter of several meters. The author’s group has additionally succeeded in two folds of precision injection
molding (PIM) manufacture for making the polyoxymethylene (POM) gear transmission module and the expandable polystyrene (EPS) fuselage for the Golden

(b)

Figure 9. (a) Lift coefficient CL and (b) net thrust coefficient
CT of the MAV Golden-Snitch versus advance ratio
J corresponding to different freestream velocities U
(b = 20 cm; f = 38.9°; w = 10.5-23.6 Hz.)

Snitch-Pro shown in Figure 10 [35].
Three improvements of Figure 10 over the author’s
prior arts have been achieved: (1) the flight endurance
has extended to 480 s in 2010; (2) the fabrication time
using PIM is only 1 min, much shorter than 30 min by
EDWC; (3) the landing times of Golden Snitch-Pro
could safely land for 100 times with the protection of
EPS fuselage [35].

5. Oblique Figure-of-8 Flapping of MAV
Golden Snitch
Thanks to the intrinsically flexible wing structure of
Golden Snitch herein, this MAV exalts in free flight
without much energy losing in resisting against the surrounding air. The author luckily found that a streamwise
vibration of the carbon-fiber leading edge was characterized by wingbeat frequency from 15.6 to 21.7 Hz for the
wings with 30°-ribs. That frequency was much smaller
than the natural frequency of 85 Hz for the wing struc-
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(a)

Snitch in quiet ambient. The author installed this MAV in
the wind-tunnel and captured the real-time images of the
flapping wings subjected to two cases with and without
the 30°-rib respectively in Figure 11.
The surface morphology of the wing skin showed the
wavy profile from the leading edge to trailing edge and
from the wing tip to inner wing root simultaneously,
which accorded the supposed flexible wing design with a
sinusoidal change of the leading-edge angle-of-attack.
More additionally, the author verified the similar phenomena of figure-of-8 flapping for the MAV Golden
Snitch subjected to different freestreams velocity which
is set from 0.4 to 3.0 m/s.

(b)

Figure 10. Tamkang’s Golden Snitch-Pro in 2010: (a) the assembled plastic gear transmission module; (b) the
implemented product model [35].

ture. It meant that this special vibration had no matter
with the resonance of the wing frame. By combining this
induced coherent streamwise vibration of the wing frame
and the vertical reciprocating flapping motion in Figure
2, a 3-D figure-of-8 flapping motion of the MAV obviously showed up and could be seen even by human naked eyes. This streamwise vibration of the wing frame
was originated from the fore mentioned Knoller-Betz effect [31,32] and interpreted as a coherent forward locomotion.
The ordinary video camera with 30 frames of images
per second only provides too slow speed for depicting
detailed viewgraphs of a full-cycle flapping kinematics.
The continuous blinks of the figure-of-8 trajectory of the
wing tip were then taken and certificated by a high speed
CCD camera (Phantom v. 4.2) for the MAV Golden

Figure 11. The high-speed continuous full-cycle blinks of
Golden Snitch’s flapping wing. The front side
views from (A) to (H) are corresponding to the side
views without rib from (I) to (P), and to the side
views with 30°-rib from (Q) to (X). The angle of
attack is 20° (frequencies are about 9.4-25 Hz for
the no-rib wing and 15.6-21.7 Hz for the stiffened
30°-rib wing.)
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6. Symmetry Breaking and Bifurcation of the
Figure-of-8 Flapping
According to the genetic design aspects of flapping
vehicles, the structures of the wings of small natural
flyers had rigid leading edges and soft, flexible trailing
edges. The leading edge should be hard to bend but easy
to twist [36]. The trailing edge of the MAV Golden
Snitch was made of parylene or other polymer films and
agreeable to the flexible requirement of the above rules
of thumb. The leading edge carbon-fiber beam was also
easy to twist but vulnerable to the bending along streamwise or up-and-down directions, however. The bending
of the leading edge due to large wind loading or highfrequency flapping on the one hand resulted in a lag in
sustaining leading edge vortices in-time for lift generation and therefore somewhat weakened the unsteady mechanism of “delayed stall”. On the other hand the coherent locomotion [37,38] of the elastic leading edge
created the figure-of-8 flapping, and made up for the previous lift loss by other unsteady mechanisms, e.g., “wake
capture” or “rotational circulation” [2].
Due to some chaotic reasons, e.g., the duality of bifurcation [37,38], the figure-of-8 contours didn’t match
with an identical trajectory. Their geometry related the
winbeat frequency genuinely. The author collected some
classical figure-of-8s of the MAV Golden-Snitch and
evaluated the width-to-height ratios (W/H) versus wingbeat frequency in Figure 12.
On the issue of non-identical figure-of-8 contours,
the author would like to address the horizontal moving of
a 2-D vertically oscillating plate foil in fluid [37]. That
ideal case of a vertically-oscillating plate broke its symmetry in dynamics and started to move forward or backward freely. The forward or backward speed coherently
matched linearly with the original oscillating frequency,
but a hysteresis or bifurcation existed intrinsically. In
more clear words, the oscillating frequencies for starting
and ending the forward/backward locomotion were not
the same. The above issue has been theoretically investigated, too [38]. Compared to these prior studies, the flapping MAV in this work could be regarded as a non-ideal
but a more complicated case. The wing frame was very
flexible, and the airfoil was not symmetric at all. Therefore the flow field was 3-D, not like the 2-D case in
Vandenburghe’s work, and composing of more physical
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contents in fluid mechanics. The author conducted two
arguments in the following:
(1) The issue discussed in Vandenburghe’s work was the
ideally simplified model of the MAV with the figure-of-8 flapping. It took for granted that the figureof-8 flapping would gradually disappear if the flexible MAV increasing its rigidity of the wing frame
structure. This argument has been somewhat explained by Figure 12. From Figure 12, a corresponding frequency window of the figure-of-8 flapping did
exist for a specific wing frame with certain flexibility. More qualitatively, a more flexible wing frame
(the case of the no-rib wing) owned a wider range of
frequency (9.4-25 Hz) with a smaller lower limit.
Consequently to the very extreme case, no frequency
window of the figure-of-8 flapping belonged to an
ideally rigid (zero flexibility) wing frame.
(2) The figure-of-8 flapping in this study should implicitly comprise all the characteristics mentioned in the

Figure 12. The width-to-height ratios of some figure-of-8 trajectories, extracted from the high-speed CCD images, of the MAV Golden-Snitch’s subjected to different wingbeat frequencies corresponding to the
no-rib wing and the stiffened wing with a 30°-rib in
quiet ambient (no freestream velocity). The width
and height are defined as W and H in the figure. The
width-to-height ratio is regarded as the equivalent
parameter to the propulsive thrust or forward locomotion in real flying. For the 30°-rib wing, the
(W/H) ratios around 0.81 ± 11% depict the similar
traces at all wingbeat frequencies except that the
lower loop is bigger than the upper loop at high
speed region. For the no-rib wing, the (W/H) ratios
around 0.46 ± 28% denote the much larger variation in the figure-of-8 traces with different speeds.
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ideal model of Vandenburghe’s work, of course including the bifurcation phenomena. Figure 13 demonstrated the figure-of-8 trajectories for the MAV
Golden Snitch with the voltages increasing and decreasing between 3.7 and 0.9 V. Even under the same
voltage of driving, the winbeat frequency of the voltage-increasing case was no larger than the voltagedecreasing case except the maximum voltage case.

The author furthermore collected the wingbeat frequency versus the driving voltage subject to the figure-of-8 flapping in Figure 14(a). The starting wingbeat frequency of showing the figure-of-8 (13.51 Hz)
was larger than the frequency which the figure-of-8
disappeared (9.62 Hz). The pathway of a complete
up-and-down operation loop depicts the duality of
bifurcation. The width-to-height ratio of the figure-

(a)

(b)

Figure 13. The trajectories of figure-of-8s for the MAV Golden Snitch with different driving voltages from 0.9 V to 3.7 V: (a) the
voltage-increasing case; (b) the voltage-decreasing case.
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of-8 versus different wingbeat frequency is plotted in
Figure 14(b) as well. Herein the width-to-height ratio
of the figure-of-8 acts as an equivalent index of coherent locomotion like the rotating frequency or the
driven Reynolds number in Vandenburghe’s work
[37].

7. Analogous Relationship in Scaling Laws for
Flapping Flyers
Rather than depicting the anatomical analysis on the
wing frames of flapping flyers, herein the authors preferred to categorize the MAV with figure-of-8 flapping
into some animal groups and conventional MAVs according to their realistic wing spans and the wingbeat
frequencies with respect to different body masses. Based
(a)
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on Norberg [18] and Shyy’s collecting information [39],
the denoting spots of the MAVs Eagle-II (wing span = 25
cm, body mass = 11 g, wingbeat frequency = 16Hz) and
Golden Snitch (wing span = 20 cm, body mass = 5.9 g,
wingbeat frequency = 20 Hz) in this work were inserted
into the previous plots of wing-span versus body-mass as
Figure 15 and winbeat-frequency versus body-mass as
Figure 16. The structural limit and the aerodynamic limit
in Figure 16 were mentioned in Refs. [18,38-43]. Eagle-II was still allocated on the margin of conventional
MAVs and small natural flyers, while Golden Snitch with
figure-of-8 flapping approached to the characteristic region of hummingbirds. Apparently the inductive remark
on this observation come to that Golden Snitch here
might have biomimetic relationship with hummingbirds
due to the common property of figure-of-8 flapping,
even though the inclined gesture of the flapping plane for
these two flyers were quite different. With such an encouraging finding, the domain of MAVs marked as the
shadow region in Figures 15 and 16 extended from body

(b)
Figure 15. Wing span plotted on logarithmic coordinates
against body mass for some animal groups [18],
conventional MAVs (shadow region [38-43]), and
the MAVs (Eagle-II and Golden Snitch) in this work.

Figure 14. The bifurcation or the hysteresis phenomena of the
flexible wing installed on the MAV Golden Snitch:
(a) the flapping (wingbeat) frequency versus input
driving voltage according to voltage-increasing and
decreasing cases; (b) the forward locomotion effect
or the width-to-height ratio of the figure-of-8 of the
flexible wing.

Figure 16. Winbeat frequency (or flapping frequency) versus
body mass for some animal groups [18], conventional MAVs (shadow region [38-43]), and the
MAVs (Eagle-II and Golden Snitch) in this work
[15].
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mass of 11 g down to 5.9 g by this study.
No matter how the author followed the empirical design formulae deduced from hummingbirds, the figureof-8 flapping is verified empirically and necessary to design a MAV which can fly successfully with wing span
less than 20 cm and body mass below 10 g. Subjected to
this design requirement of the artificial novel figure-of-8
flapping, a flexible wing frame driven by a single DOF,
four-bar linkage mechanism was provided as the neatest
design so far as people know. In this work or the practice
manner, the cross section of the leading edge carbonfiber beam was suggested to be round, and the natural
frequency of this leading edge beam should be so much
larger than the wingbeat frequency without structural
resonance as to sustain a successful coherent vibration
out from the flap-sweeping plane due to the in-plane
pushing forward by the periodic vigorous thrust.
Restated, by the observation of the biologic fact that
almost flying or swimming animals often have flexible
wing structures, an artificial flying vehicle designed with
flexible wing frames did actually adapt itself to any instantaneous change of its air flow environment [39].
Herein the MAV Golden Snitch manifested the above
flexible characteristic even though its actuation was only
originated from a simply flapping mechanism.

and the net thrust forces should be accommodated in the
next paragraph.
How to capture the detailed 3D trajectory of flapping
wing motion is still prevailing [7,24,44,45]. The more
questionable viewpoint is that how to access the bountiful information to develop promising models for flapping wings. Therefore the unsolved communicative path
(a) in Figure 17 denotes deriving the wingtip trajectory
by a proper kinematic model using wind tunnel data
[46,47]. The emerging modeling methodology, for example of the oblique figure-of-8 flapping herein, needs
the fore mentioned time history of lift and net thrust as
the time-varying external forces in the momentum equation and needs the real stiffness values (in other words,
Young’s modulus multiplied with the moment of inertia)
of the flapping wings as the input parameters [30,48-50].
The unsteady CFD studies for flapping wings are
massive and full of challenges [51-55]. It’s not easy and
time-consuming to directly solve the fluid-structural
problem solely by the Navier-Stokes equations and the
elasticity equations of force equilibrium in a coupled
manner. An unsolved communicative path (b) in Figure

8. The Future Technical Issues of
Flapping MAVs
The technical issues regarding flapping MAV systems are broad and complex. In general there are unsteady aerodynamic force measurement by windtunnel,
3D kinematic motions of the flapping wings, the unsteady computational fluid dynamic computation (CFD),
and even more the particle image velocimetry (PIV) flow
visualization technique. The author tried to summarize a
potential research framework of flapping MAVs without
using PIV in Figure 17 and briefly mentioned as follows.
The aerodynamic force measurement of a flapping
MAV in a wind tunnel has the intrinsic difficulty of decomposing the propulsive thrust and the air drag. In the
author’s experience, the net thrust defined as the thrust
minus the drag is the more convenient information obtained directly from the wind tunnel force gauge [14,
15,30]. The afterward application of the measured aerodynamic information including the time history of lift

Figure 17. The potential research framework of flapping
MAVs by the author: path (a) denotes comparing
the wingtip trajectory by a proper kinematic model
using wind tunnel data; path (b) denotes providing
the 3D moving wing boundaries for CFD simulation; path (c) denotes integrating the pressure field
around MAVs to obtain the aerodynamic forces
numerically.
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17 hence denotes the measured 3D time-varying wing
trajectory via stereo photography can be regarded as the
3D moving wing boundaries for CFD simulation [24].
Thereafter the researchers can focus more on finding the
nonlinear flow characteristics buried inside without solving the coupled elasticity problems of the wing frame
structures.
The technique of PIV flow visualization is of course
exquisite and powerful to determining the flow fields
around flapping MAVs [6,56,57]. This can be regarded
as an alternative or ultimate measurement system comparable to the above 1)-2)-3) triangle framework in Figure 17. The PIV data and the CFD output both need the
straightforward communicative path (c) of pressure field
integration to interpret the resultant aerodynamic forces
on the flapping wing [54,55,57] so as to be compared to
the wind tunnel data.
One manifestation of the research framework in Figure 17 to flapping MAVs herein is how the lift and thrust
forces influenced by the oblique figure-of-8 phenomenon quantitatively. In the future the real-time, synchronized lift and thrust forces will not only be compared to
the smoke track in the wind tunnel, but also compared to
the unsteady flow field stimulated by CFD. More quantitative analyses of the lift and thrust versus the widthto-height ratio of figure-of-8 flapping are of course expected to be further investigated as well.

9. Conclusion
In summary, the passive design aspect of improving
the performance of the wing frames for flapping MAV
Golden Snitch introduced in this paper tends to provide a
simpler flying platform with moderate gear-transmission
module but to produce bountiful and interesting phenomena. This leaded to the decreasing of the vehicle
weight and increasing of the endurance of the MAV, and
the time-averaged thrust was also increased 35% in magnitude. With the help of a high-speed camera, the figureof-8 trajectories of the MAVs’ wing tips were confirmed
by their proper function of the carbon-fiber wing frames
and the parylene wing skin. The non-degenerate unsteady lift data and the highly enhanced thrusting locomotion acquired from the wind-tunnel testing did great
contribution to the successful flight of the MAVs, even
the embedded unsteady flow mechanism still needs more
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theoretical explanations. This work also removed the
technical barrier against the designers in making complicated multi-DOF actuating mechanisms for generating
figure-of-8 flapping. The author additionally proposed
Vandenburghe’s coherent locomotion of the forward
flapping motion as the fundamental model of our MAV
with figure-of-8. The qualitative influence of the rigidity
of wing frames on the frequency window as well as the
bifurcation phenomena has been addressed. Finally, with
the advantage of light weight and size miniaturization,
the author demonstrated an extension of the existing
MAV domain. It’s believed that this neatest design methodology for flapping MAVs will be not only promising
in practice, but the correlated kinematic motion of the
figure-of-8 or the theoretical investigation of the solidfluidic interaction also deserves follow-up attentions.
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